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SECTION A

Attempt ,rJI qutsr.fions in brief.

What is qrle$i statis prCIcsss? Discuss it.

Define the Carndt theorem. ,

What is ';h,t' connept of entroPY?

What is the s&cond law efficiency? Dsiitre it'

Define a riouie-' ;lhamson coefficient.

Discrtss the trip{e point and critical point'

What is the refrigeration effect?
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SECTION B

2. Attempt any threeof the following:

b.

Derive steady Flow Energy Equation (s.r.E.E'). Also write the steady flow energy

equation for heat exchanger, fior'zle, turbine' pump and boiler with suitable

assumptions.

The fottowing equation gives the internal energy of a cefiain substance

u = 3,4 Pv+ 85; where u is kJ7kg, p is in kPa and v is in m3/kg'

A system composed of 2.5 kg of this sttbstance expands from an initial pressure of

500 kpa and avolume of 0.25 m3 to a final pressure 100 kPa i, a process in which

pressure and volume are related by p"'" = constant'

(i)Iftheexpansiooisquasi-static,findQ,dUandWfortheprooess(ii)Inanother

process,tiresamesystemexpandsaccordingtothesamopressure-Volumerelationship

as in part (i), and ftom the same initial state to the same final state as in part (i)' but

the heat transfer in this case is 32 kt. Find the work transfer for this process' (iii)

Explain the tlifference in wotk transfer in parts (i) and (ii)'



c. Two reversible heat engines 'A' and 'B' are arranged in series, engine 'A' rejeoting

heat directly to engine 'B'. Engine 'A' recelves 200 kJ at a ternperature of 42lac

from a hot source, while engine 'I3' is in ccmrnunication r.vith a cold sink at a

temperature of 4.4"C. If the work output of 'A' is twice that of '8" fiitd

(i) The ilrtermediate temperature betwt:en engine "A' and ongine 'I3'

(ii) The efficiency of each engine

(iii) The heat rejected to the cold sink.

d. An iron cube at a ternperature of 400"C is ,lropped into an insulnt*d bath containing

l0 kg water at 25"C. The water finatly reaches a temperature of 50 "C at steady state.

Given that the specific heat of water is equal to 4186 J/kg K. Find the entropy changes

for the iron cube and the rvater. xs the process reversihle? If so why?

e. Discuss the ooefficient of volume expansion, arliabatie *nd isothermal

compressibitity. Atrso frnd the loss in available energy due 1o given heat transtbr. If 3

kg of gas (cu = 0.81 kJ/kg K) initially at 2.5 bar and 400 K receives 600 kJ of heat

from an infinite soufce at 1200 K ancl the surrounding temperatur"e is 290 K'

SMCTHON C

3. Attempt any {}Irepart of the fottrowimgl

(a) A nozzle is a clevice for increasing the velocity of a steadily flowing stream' At the inlet

to a certain nomle,the enthalpy of the fluid passing is 3000 kJrkg and the velocity is 60 m/s'

At the disoharge end, the enthalpy is 2762 kJ/kg. The nozzle is horizontal and there is

negligible heat loss from it.

(i) find the velocity at exists from the nozzle.

(ii) If the inlet area is 0.1 m and the specific volume at inlet is 0'187 m3 /hg, find the mass

flow rate,

(iii) If the specific volume at the nozzle exit is 0"498 m3,kg, iinrl th.e exit tflea *f the noezle'

(tr) A mass of I kg gas expar-rds within a flexible container so that th* p-+r retationship is of

the fromprv =,constant. The initial pf€$sure is 1000 kPa and the initial volume is 1 m3' The

final pressure is 5 kPa. Ifspecific internal energy ofthe gas decreas*s by 40 kJ/kg' find the

heat transfer in magnitude and direction'

4. Atterntrlt nny one pert of the fultowing: ?x I" x]

(a) Two kg of water at 80"C are mixed adiabatically with 3 kg of water at 30oC in a constant

prcsilre process of 1 atrnosphere. Find the increase in the sntropy of the total mass of water

due to the mixing process (c, of water = 4'187 kJ/kg K)'

7x I xJ



(b) what are limitations of the first law of thermodynamics? Discuss the.statements of the

second law of thermodynamics. Also prove that the violation of the Kelvin-Planck statement

5. Attempt 
^ny 

onepart of the following: 7xl=7

(a) what is the maxirnum useful'ivork which can be obtained when 100 kJ are abstracted

from a heat reservoir at 675 K in an environment at 288 K? What is the loss of useful work if

a temperature drop of 50oc is introduced between the heat source and the heat engine' on tl're

one han{ and the heat engine and the heat sink'

ft) Discuss the clapeyron equation and also explain the Joule-Kelvin effect with help of

innetsion curve and inversion temperature'

6. Attempt 
'iny 

onepart of the following: 1xl=7

(a) Explain the Rankine cycle with the help of neat sketch, P-v and T-s diagram' If 5 kg of

waterat45"Cisheatedataconstantpfessrrreofl0baruntilitbecomessuperheatedvapour

at 300oc. Find the change in volume, enthalpy, internal energy and entropy'

(b) A turbine operates under steady flow conditions, receiving steam at the following state:

pressure 1.2 MPa, temperature 188oC, enthalpy ZltilkJlkg'velooity 33'3 m/s and elevation 3

m. The steam leaves the turbine at the following state: Pressure 20 kPa, enthalpy 25l2ulkg'

velocity 100 mis, and elevation 0 m. Heat is lost to the surroundings at the rate of 0'29kJ/s' If

the rate of steam flow through tfue turbine is 0.42 kg/s, what is the power output of the turbine

in kW?

1, Attempt 
^ny 

one partof the following: 1xl=7

(a)ExplainthevapourcompressionrefrigerationcyoleanditsC.o.P.withthehelpofT.S'

P-H and flow diagram' Can this cycle be reversible? If not' why?

(b) A refrigerator working on Bell coleman cycle operates between pressure limits of 1'05

barandS.5bar.Airisdrawnfromthecoldchamberatl0C'A:r:mins:::::*"ssoris
cooled ta 30c before entering the expansion cylinder. Expansiori and compression follow the

pyt.3s- constant. Determine C.O.P of the system' 
l


